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• This story, “The sacrifice of Issac” or “the Akedah” (the binding of Issac) by Jews, is often preached/interpreted as 
God providing for Abraham and the rewarding of faith and obedience. However, it is a narrative that has also sparked 
controversy and debate in theological circles.

• Some also see it as about blind faith and perhaps religious violence; others see it as God testing Abraham; some • Some also see it as about blind faith and perhaps religious violence; others see it as God testing Abraham; some 
argue it is really about the shift from human sacrifice to animal sacrifice – as later biblical texts forbid it in Lev. 
18:21, Jer. 7:30-34, Ezk. 20:31. I think this text encompasses it all.

• The narrative of Gen. 22 offers its readers a safe space for reflection according to which believers may bemoan the 
fact that human beings end up in impossibly tragic situations; perhaps contemplating why innocent children are 
killed (or almost killed) for no reason. (Claassens)

• I think this narrative is really about God providing for us in the midst of this pandemic, other challenges in our lives, 
challenges we faced in the past, and challenges yet to come. This text is about God testing us (vs. 22:1), God 
sometimes requiring us to give up what we love (22:2), God instructing us (22:3,9), and God honoring our obedience 
(22:15-18).

• Vs.8 – The Hebrew word (ra’ah) translated “provide” is literally the word for “seeing”. Thus the phrase could be 
translated – “on the mount of the Lord it shall be provided” or “on the mount of the Lord he shall be seen”. Both 
translations speak to God’s presence and God’s providence. (Schifferdecker)

• My friend, the takeaway in the end is that we keep being faithful, keep obeying God and GOD WILL PROVIDE.


